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Abstract. This paper proposes an approach, called Protocol Config-
uration Decision Maker, for TCP to dynamically adapt to a network
environment. The proposed mechanism monitors the network condition
with parameters like loss rate. Then it consults a knowledge database to
see whether a better performance can be achieved and replaces a relevant
TCP module with the one instructed by the database. Through simu-
lation studies, we show that our mechanism helps TCP achieve better
throughput than normal TCP Reno, up to 80∼194%.

1 Introduction

Flexibility and extensibility of network protocol software are getting more im-
portant as new networking technologies keep coming up. The configurable and
extensible network systems have been proposed in TIP, ADAPTIVE, F-CSS
projects[1]. Their goals include: 1) make the extension of new service and pro-
tocol easy, and 2) configure the protocol stack based on the application require-
ments. That is, when an application requests some QoS(Quality of Service)-
attributes like performance, reliability, timeliness, security and so forth, the sys-
tem configures the protocol stack that consists of fine-grained configurable mod-
ules in order to satisfy such requirements. However, if the system cannot adapt to
dynamically changing environment, the performance degradation would come to
be inevitable even though the application requirements are taken into account.

The problem is that the design of existing network systems has never consid-
ered network environments as protocol configuration criteria, up to our knowl-
edge. To address the configuration criteria for network environments, this pa-
per proposes a mechanism called Protocol Configuration Decision Maker that
chooses the adequate functional module based on network environments. The
proposed mechanism classifies the scope of configuration into Slow Start, Con-
gestion Avoidance, Error Recovery like TCP and decides the dominant proto-
col module affecting the improvement of protocol performance. We evaluate our
mechanism through simulation studies, and show that our mechanism helps TCP
achieve better throughput than normal TCP Reno significantly.
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2 Decision Making for Protocol Configuration

The goal of Protocol Configuration Decision Maker is to dynamically adapt TCP
to time-varying networks when the information about network environments is
inferred. For the purpose of inferring the network conditions, we use four net-
work parameters: round-trip delay, asymmetric ratio1, loss rate and loss pattern.
Because most of the estimation schemes already have been thoroughly evaluated
in the literature, we do not compare or argue the accuracy of them but assume
that the network parameters can be estimated precisely.

Now, we explain the process of making the protocol knowledge database for
each protocol module. First of all, the throughput of all protocols the system has
should be estimated for various network environments. This could be measured
by simulations or with experiments in real Internet. Then, we represent the
estimated throughput to Expected Throughput as follows.

Expected Throughput(SS i,CA j,ER k)(RD, AR, LR, LP ),

where SS i stands for i-th Slow Start instance, CA j for j-th Congestion Avoid-
ance instance and ER k for k-th Error Recovery instance, and RD, AR, LR,
LP stand for Round-trip Delay, Asymmetric Ratio, Loss Rate, and Loss Pattern
respectively.

Second, we calculate the impact degree of each protocol module on the ex-
pected throughput using ANOVA[5]. Let us assume that a system has two dif-
ferent versions of each protocol module. Then we can define three variables xSS ,
xCA and xER as follows.

xSS =
{

−1 for SS 1
1 for SS 2 , xCA =

{
−1 for CA 1
1 for CA 2 , xER =

{
−1 for ER 1
1 for ER 2

y, expected throughput, is regressed to xSS , xCA and xER. q0 is the mean
performance of y, and qSS is the effect of xSS .

y = q0 + qSSxSS + qCAxCA + qERxER

We obtain the following four combinations of equation using the above model.

thru 1 = q0 − qSS − qCA − qER

thru 2 = q0 + qSS − qCA − qER

thru 3 = q0 − qSS + qCA − qER

thru 4 = q0 − qSS − qCA + qER

By solving the equations, we can get q0, qSS , qCA and qER. Finally, the impact
rate of each protocol module can be calculated as follows.

1 The asymmetric ratio is defined as a ratio between forward delay and reverse delay
in this paper.
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xSS
′s impact =

q2
SS

q2
SS + q2

CA + q2
ER

xCA
′s impact =

q2
CA

q2
SS + q2

CA + q2
ER

xER
′s impact =

q2
ER

q2
SS + q2

CA + q2
ER

If the system uses [SS 1, CA 1, ER 1] and each protocol module impacts on the
throughput improvement by 80%, 15% and 5% respectively, it could get better
throughput up to 80% with reconfiguring SS 1 to SS 2.

3 Simulation Result

In this section, we validate our decision maker using NS-2 simulator version
2.26[6]. Assuming that the network system supports partial reconfiguration of

Table 1. TCP variants used in simulation

TCP Variant Slow Start Congestion Error Recovery
Reno Heuristic AIMD Duplicate ACK

Westwood[2] BW Estimate AIMD Duplicate ACK
BI[3] Heuristic Binary Search Duplicate ACK

SACK[4] Heuristic AIMD Selective ACK
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Fig. 1. Average throughput graphs: TCP Reno vs TCP with our decision maker
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the transport protocols, we performed the experiment using TCP variants simply
to get same results instead of implementing such system. Table 1 shows TCP
variants used in our simulation. According to Table 1, we could emulate the
partial reconfiguration of protocol modules in the network system that contains
two different instances for each protocol module. Each simulation time is 100
seconds and the throughput of each TCP is averaged by results of 100 iterations
for the same environment. The default bandwidth, round-propagation delay,
asymmetric ratio and loss rate are 10(Mbps), 20(ms), 1.0 and 0.001 respectively.

Through simulation studies, we estimated the average throughput of all TCP
variants and calculated the impact rate of each protocol module changing RD,
AR, LR and LP. With the impact rate, we could find out the dominant module
for throughput improvement. Then, we compared the throughput of 1) the case
only using Reno and 2) the case with applied reconfiguration of the protocol
modules properly using our decision maker. The average throughput graphs of
both cases with various network parameters are shown in Figure 1. As we know
from the results, there are always protocol modules that can take the place of
Reno’s for an improvement of the throughput.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed Protocol Configuration Decision Maker for TCP
to dynamically adapt to time-varying network environments. While the existing
flexible and extensible network systems configure the protocol stack based on ap-
plication requirements, the proposed mechanism is based on network parameters
like loss rate. Through simulation studies, we could show that our mechanism
helps TCP achieve better throughput than normal TCP Reno, up to 80∼194%.
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